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from the song to the gong: an american’s compositions for 
gamelan 
 
When I first began to compose for gamelan, my motivation was twofold. As an artist, I wanted 
to take full responsibility for a piece of gamelan music, to understand everthing about it, to be 
able to answer all questions. As a teacher, I wanted my community, the American audience, to 
hear a piece of gamelan music in a deeper way, to hear beyond the exotic timbre of bronze and 
wood and connect with an inner melody that would be felt in both heart and ear. 
My idea was to begin with a melody that would be familiar to the listener was knew western 
music but not karawitan. This melody was then treated as a core essence (inti), from which 
could be drawn the necessary structure and information to play the gamelan in the Javanese 
way.  
Over the past 20 years, I have done several pieces using a similar compositional process, 
including 
1. In That Bright World, based on the American folksong “Wayfaring Stranger” (1981) 
2. Sabbath Bride, based on the Hebrew Sabbath song “Lechad Dodi”(1982, rev. 1996) 
3. Hard Times, based on the Stephen Foster song “Hard Times” (1983, rev. 1996) 
4. Into the Valley, based on the Shaker song “Come Into the Valley” (2000) 
I will first describe the compositional process of these pieces in general, and then give a more 
detailed description of the creation and realization of Sabbath Bride.  
The steps in composing these pieces have been similar, consisting of 

• choosing a song or melody 

• finding a tonal framework in the gamelan to fit it (a “meta-balungan”)  

• developed this “essential balungan” into a balungan gendhing that can be interpreted by the 
gamelan 

• creating a balungan that can be played by the slenthem and related instruments, and which 
the other instruments will garap according to the skill of the players 

• arranging a sequence of ideas or sections  into a form for performance (like the “merangkai” 
of Pande Made.) 

song or melody 
The song chosen for these pieces has always been one that at the time I am singing often, in 
various situations. This gives me familiarity with the melody and the mood of the song. 
inti, balungan gendhing, and balungan 
Once the song is chosen, I next connect it to the gamelan. I sit in the gamelan, often at the 
slenthem, and sing the song over and over until I find a few notes on the gamelan that support 
it, in this case in slendro. This is not an attempt to play the melody in slendro or pelog (although 
all the pieces have been in slendro), or to transfer the song to the a particular laras, but to find a 
sequence of notes that can serve as a point of connection between the song and the gamelan.  
This tonal framework becomes a kind of “meta-balungan,” or a “pre-balungan,” requiring some 
development towards what Supanggah calls the”essential balungan”(1988:9). This must then be 
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filled in to  create a “balungan gendhing” (ibid.) that will guide the overall character of the piece 
once it becomes a gendhing.  
Once I have a sequence of support tones, I fill these in to create a balungan gendhing, that is, 
that part that will be played by the slenthem and other “balungan” instruments. In making this 
balungan, I try to use gatra that will be familiar to gamelan players. I attempt to create a kalimat 
lagu that will be playable on the panerusan without too much trouble. Furthermore, the 
sequence of tones must be able to fit reasonably well with Javanese performance practice, or 
garap. gendhing 
Certainly not all Javanese karawitan are composed by transforming a song into a balungan that 
can be treated by the gamelan, and what is sometimes referred to as the “inner melody” of a 
gendhing is not necessarily a song per se. The compositional process used in these pieces, 
however, may be somewhat similar to what Sumarsam calls “the notion of vocal melodies as 
the basis of creating gendhing” (1992: 165). 
garap  
It is an important goal of this piece, and the others like it, that the gamelan parts be created by 
the musicians themselves, in accordance with their training in karawitan. This is how I invite 
the melody into the feeling of Javanese gamelan. It is my goal that the melody dissappear into 
the gending, so that it will only be present in “the sum of the parts and the inner feeling of each 
musician." 
pathet 
One consideration that may make these pieces difficult to garap is the absence of pathet. Since I 
have created the tonal framework (the meta-balungan) from a song that may have a western 
sense of harmonic progression or question and answer (padhang-ulian), it is unlikely that the 
piece will turn out to be in a specfic Javanese pathet. As pathet is a strong determinant of garap, 
this proves one of the most challenging aspects of performance. I leave it to each musician to 
use his or her best judgement and creativity to solve this particular problem. 
 performance 

The piece tends to begin with the song itself, so that the listener can hear it, and connect with it, 
thus beginning with a “feeling” of familiarity. The supporting tones are added, and then the 
balungan filled in. Eventually the original melody disappears, and becomes only referred to or 
interpreted by the gamelan. At this point more and more Javanese performance practice is 
added, until the piece begins to somewhat resemble a Javanese gending, at least in texture. 
These various developments must be arranged to effectively connect to each other. This 
compostional step, similar to merangkai  as mentioned by Sukerta (1989:20), is one of the most 
variable, and many of the pieces have several performance versions in which the song and the 
balungan are the same, but the development and treatment may differ. 

The western melody is intended to serve as a window into the form, practice and sound-world 
of karawitan, so that the observer has an expanded awareness of the feeling and the melody 
that is hidden within the music. It is my hope that  the listener will follow the familiar melody 
“into” the gending, and be aware that the Javanese musical practice they are hearing is based on 
the initial tune, and that their ability to perceive this tune will help the “gendhing” make more 
sense. My intention is that the songs help to create for the western audience an internal 
understanding of nature of the gendhing, so they can experience what Perlman refers to as “… 
implicit melodies heard in the mind’s ear …” (1994:520). 
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SABBATH BRIDE 
Sabbath Bride  is based on the Hebrew song “Lechad Dodi, ” which is sung on Friday night to 
welcome the beginning of the  Jewish Sabbath with joy and awe. I sang the song often at home, 
and liked the both its melody and feeling. It seemed appropriate to choose a song from the 
spiritual tradition of my own background (Judaism)  to combine with the music to which I was 
most involved (Javanese gamelan). Sabbath Bride was composed in 1982, in response to a family 
commission, and first performed at Mills College at the invitation of Lou Harrison.  
The compositional process followed many of the steps described above. I first sang the song for 
several weeks by itself, concentrating on the feeling and musical shape. I then sang it with a 
slenthem in slendro. Here are the first two phrases of the song written in Kepatihan notation, 
with 7 and 4 respectively representing pitches between 1 and 6, and between 5 and 3. (Please 
see score for full details.) 

zyx c1 3   3   3   z2x c1 2   2   y   2   j•j 3 z2x c1 7 2 1   j•j 2 3    

 Le   -chad    do-    di        lik -    rat     ka -      la,      p' –       ney Sha-  bat ne-ka-         be- la,         

zyx c1 3   3   3   z2x c1 2   2   6   j•j 6 5 4 3 2 z1x c2 z7x c1 y . .  

Le -  chad    do-      di       lik -    rat      ka -    la ,                     p'–neySha-bat-ne-ka-     be-    la,                                 

I found that the essential supporting tones were 3 and 2; from these I built two pitch sequences 
that fit the melody: y36.and y26.This has somewhat of a suggestion of a western two 
chord sequence alternating between tonic and dominant, but in a way sonically unique to the 
gamelan (Polansky 2001). This sequence, with the emphasis on the initial beat following the 
song, fit like this: 

BAL.     y   3   6   •   y   2   6   •   y   2   6   •   y   3   6   •    

VCL. zyx c1[3   3   3   z2x c1 2   2   y       2   j•j 3 z2x c1 7 2 1   j•j 2 3   zyx c1 

 Le   - chad     do-       di        lik -      rat        ka -      la,                   p' –         ney Sha-    bat ne-ka-             be- la,        Le - 

BAL.     y   3   6   •   y   2   6   •   y   2   6   •   Gy   3   6   •    

VCL.(A)     3   3   3   z2x c1 2   2   6   j•j 6 5 4 3 2 z1x c2 z7x c1 y . . . . . zyx c1]  

          chad      do-      di          lik -     rat       ka -       la ,                 p'–neySha-bat-ne-ka-        be-        la,                                       Le - 

A similar sequence was created for the second section of the piece (see score, Part B). The song 
is sung with a supporting framework from the gamelan, this provides a basis for developing the 
balungan in a later section. 

Section One: establishment of the song 

I had found that audience members at gamelan concerts often had trouble distinguishing the 
sound of one instrument from another, and were not always able to appreciate the contribution 
that each instrument made to the overall sound.  One of the goals of this piece became to 
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demonstrate each instrument in the gamelan by adding them one at a time instead of all at once. 
By acculumlating the sounds in this way, I wanted to draw the audience’s attention to each 
instrument, and to the difference each made in the overall texture as it was added. So the first 
section was repeated with just one instrument being added each time, so the contribution of 
each sound could be appreciated. 

Once all the instruments are playing, the piece moves to the second part of the vocal melody 
(section one, part B). I used this section to bring all the instruments together, and, for a moment, 
have them play in unison, to contrast with the varied texture built up in the first part. The 
tempo increases also here.  

Section two: full song statement 

Section two is a complete rendition of the song with all instruments playing. The kendhang has 
still not joined, making the song itself the leader of both the melody and the time, or pamurbah 
lagu as well as pamurbah irama. This keeps the focus on the song for these two sections. 

At the end of section two, a very important change in the organization of time takes place, one 
that is essential in moving the piece from the western sense of “downbeat first” present in the 
song to the sense of “strong beat last” that is intrinsic to the sense of time in karawitan. Until 
this point the gong has been playing on the last word of the song (see balungan example above 
for gong symbol), which is equivalent to the gong playing on the first beat of the last group of 
four beats. 

In order for the gamelan to “take over,” the strong beat needs to be moved to the end of the 
phrase. So in the final group of notes, the following change is made, adding the kendhang to 
both clarify the beat and cue the gamelan to enter. 

BAL.     py   2   6   •   Gy   3   6   •    

VCL          2 2 2 2 z2x x x c1 7 y           

           Sha-bat-ne-ka-         be- la.                           

 

The placement of the gong is changed and the kendhang is added to go to Section C: 

BAL.     py   2   6   •   y   3   g6    

VCL          2 2 2 2 z2x x x c1 7 y I I D B 

           neySha-bat-ne-ka-       be- la.  

 

Section three: the song enters the gamelan 
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The song is now “given over” to the gamelan. I created a very full, Yogya style balungan, 
hoping that the audience could still hear the song in the instrumental setting. To make this more 
obvious, this new section — similar in form to a ladrang with five kenongan in the second 
gongan — is played the first time with very little elaboration, staying in irama I (tanggung). 

On the subsequent repeats, the gamelan begins to show its own way of interpreting and 
decorating a melody (pamatut lagu) by adding garapan such as bonang imbal and kendhangan 
kebar. Even though all the instruments were playing in the previous section, here the treatment 
is the gendhing soran style, featuring the louder instruments of the gamelan. 

Section four: the gamelan creates its own gendhing 

In moving to irama II (dados), the softer panerusan instruments move to the foreground. The 
intention here is for the gamelan to completely take over the song, and to play in a way as close 
to tradtional karawitan as possible, taking into consideration the elements resulting from by the 
song structure, such as an absence of a clear pathet. 
In this section, the balungan has been changed to a more abstract version of the previous 
section. I did this to change  the feeling of the piece and to move farther away from the song 
and further into the gamelan. Also, certain aspects of this balungan suggest garap in ways 
similar to other gendhing Ihave played. For example, the repeated 2 after the kenong suggests 
cengkok mleset, the gatra .5.3 suggests a certain kind of isen-isen in the pesindhen part. In a 
more unusual way, the rising balungan  2 3 5 6 at the first gong suggests the move to the ngelik 
or higher section.  
 
The vocal part in this section changes to a Javanese style pesindhen and gerong, with the 
pesindhen using the Hebrew text as a wangsalan in the first gongan. This is intended to further 
emphasize the garap and feeling of Javanese music. The original song is now only present in 
that it was the inti that shaped the balungan in this section. 

Section five: the song returns 

After the full Javanese-style garap, the song returns. This time, however, it is not clearly stated, 
but sung by many voices at the same time, each starting and ending in its own time. Here the 
song creates an environment, rather than making a clear statement. This section is also 
interesting in that it depicts a style of Jewsih prayer, called davening, in which every member of 
a congregation sings or recites the same prayer, but in an indiviual rhythm, as if each person 
were having a personal conversation with God. I find confluence of a compositional and sacred 
practice particularly moving. 

The overall form of the piece might be described as: 
• song alone, with slenthem 
• add one instrument at a time 
• increasing tempo as all instruments move together to the second section 
• the song, both sections, with the original 2 phrase framework 
• a ladrang style balungan constructed around the melody and its framework, the gamelan 

takes over with garap in irama tanggung and kebar 
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• in irama dados,  an alternate , more abstract balungan, intended to bring out more 
possibilities from Javanese practice 

• at the end, a mixed free-rhythm chorus, returning to the song 

Continued evolution and discovery 

Each time Sabbath Bride is performed, slight changes and additions are made. This is especially 
true of contributions made by Javanese musicians, who fulfill the goal of the piece by adding 
interpretations based on their own musical knowledge. The garap of the ngelik in barang 
miring was first interpreted by I.M. Harjito, in a performance at Dartmouth College. And when 
the piece was recorded in Solo this year, I was pleasantly surprised to find that the ngelik had a 
gerong part. I had not composed one specifically, but Waluyo and Darsono, the two 
experienced singers who were asked to create their own part, sang the gerong as if it had 
always been there.  

Ironically, Sabbath Bride and its relatives ultimately found their ideal audience not in America, 
but in Java. In 1996, I was invited to join Gamelan Son of Lion from New York City at the 
Yogyakarta International Gamelan Festival. As a guest member of the composers’ gamelan 
group, I was asked to choose a piece for the performance. Although these pieces were 
composed with the intention of revealing the nature of Javanese gamelan to an American 
audience, I chose one of them, Hard Times, not sure of what the reaction would be. At the 
festival in Yogya, I was gratified at the postive response, which led to the following realization: 
for the Javanese audience, particularly the young college students at the campus concert, there 
were no “foreign elements” in my work. They knew the sound of the gamelan from their 
cultural environment, while the melodic and harmonic sensibility of the initial song was similar 
to much of Indonesian pop music. The western audience, on the other hand, while they can 
follow the musical “language” of the song through its transformation into a gendhing, still 
encounters a completely new sound world once the gamelan takes over. 

After composing what I thought were  pieces to help an American audience  learn to hear 
gamelan, I found that these works were most fully understood by the Javanese listener. I was 
also fortunate to have these pieces performed and recorded by musicians (mostly faculty) from 
STSI Surakarta. I knew that these musicians could play these works as I had originally intended, 
using their own artistry and the musical resources of karawitan to bring a melody to full flower 
within the sonic world of Javanese gamelan.  
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